
FOR IMMEDIATE RELEASE 
 
 

Security Pros Find Eco-Friendliness And Productivity  
Reign Supreme At ISC West 

All-In-One Cable Distribution System From Lake Cable Is A Standout 
 
 

Bensenville, IL (April 5, 2018) - For years, wire and cable installers in security-
based environments like clean rooms and data centers have found themselves 
working around a limited utility cart and leaving behind an excessive amount of 
on-site waste upon completion of the job. However, visitors to this year’s ISC 
West show from April 11th – 13th may be surprised to find that certain 
manufacturers are gearing their offerings toward increased efficiency to make 
each install that much easier. 
 
Take Lake Cable, for example. This 4th generation wire and cable manufacturer 
has always been known for superior cable in the security category that installers 
often use. However, when many of those same installers recently expressed a 
desire to simplify transport and payout of the access control reels they were 
using, Lake Cable developed a powerful extension of its brand called the 
CableM8. The distribution system acts as an all-in-one cart in which the security 
installer can pull up to 6,000 feet of cable at a time, anchored by a customized 
steel rod pipe within the CableM8 for smooth, consistent delivery.  
 
Don’t be surprised to see exhibitors at ISC West also offering a more eco-friendly 
approach with their product lines so that efficiency goes hand-in-hand with 
leaving less of a carbon footprint.  
 
In the case of the CableM8, Lake Cable made it its mission to develop a product 
that would reduce on-site waste by 30x. The company arrived at the solution by 
including CableM8 Bags, an innovative shrink-wrap package that offers a smarter 
alternative for on-site waste disposal as opposed to traditional cardboard boxes. 
The security installer can now load as many as 4 eco-friendly CableM8 bags onto 
the CableM8 as well as up to 2 boxes. When the install is complete, the used 
packaging is stuffed into an empty CableM8 bag for easy recycling. 
 
Since the original 8-bin CableM8 was introduced, Lake Cable has added a 4-bin 
version to the line as well as bin sets that retrofit an installer’s existing cart.   
 
To see the full versatility of the CableM8 and CableM8 Bags on display, 
professionals in the security industry can visit Lake Cable at Booth #2051 at ISC 
West.  
 



 
ABOUT LAKE CABLE 
 
Why have security professionals counted on Lake Cable for decades? Our lines 
of superior cable have the versatility to perform in a wide range of system 
environments, including access control, alarms and monitoring, video 
surveillance, networked security and more. Stop by Lake Cable’s booth and 
check out the most advanced version yet of the CableM8, our cable distribution 
system that’s certain to change the efficiency of your installs forever…When 
Delivery Matters. 
 
 
 
	
	
	
	
	
	
	
	


